
USER’S MANUAL

OP70505

Inflatable Rainbow Water Sprinkler



Package Includes:
1 x Inflatable Rainbow Arch 
1 x Sun Toy
1 x Flower Toy

Special note: Do not overfill when inflating, otherwise the explosion will affect the 
service life of the product. If the product is not filled enough, the product will not be 
able to stand, which will also affect the use.
This product does not contain air pumps, water pipes, and these accessories need 
to be prepared by the customer.

Applicable age 3+

STEP 1: Inflate the white base on both sides of the rainbow or fill with water to keep 
the base stable, as shown below: Find the air valve first, there is a hole above and 
below the base, both can be used to inflate or fill water (air pump not included).

STEP 2: Inflate the rainbow. As shown in the figure below, find the air valve in the 
rainbow arch (air pump not included).



STEP 3: Inflate the sun and the flower, find the air valve to inflate (excluding air 
pump)

STEP 4: Install the inflated sun and flower on both sides of the base of the rainbow, 
and fix them with Velcro, as shown below:

STEP 5: Connect to the garden hose to spray water (excluding water pipe). As 
shown in the figure below, passes the pipe through the hole at the lower side of the 
inside of the rainbow for fixing first, and then connects to the upper water receiving 
hole.



Warm Tips: How to Quickly Repair
This product comes with a small kit of white bags--it’s a vinyl plastic repair kit. When 
connect the hose, if the product suddenly cracks/ breaks / has hole/ side separated, 
please follow the steps bellow:
1) Thoroughly clean the damaged area and allow surface to dry for a minimum of 
10 minutes.
2) Please find the yellow paper from the repair kit.
3) Cut a patch large enough to completely cover the hole or puncture. 
4) Carefully tear off the transparent sticker on the back of the yellow paper, then 
press the patch firmly over affected area.


